SAVVY FOOD PACK

WARNING: THIS PACK CONTAINS ADVICE THAT MAY LEAD TO FINANCIAL
SAVINGS, HEALTH BENEFITS AND A LOWERED CARBON FOODPRINT

FOOD IS COMPLICATED!
Before you get started with this pack you should know that the science of
what and how we eat is complicated and nuanced. This food pack
doesn't claim to hold all the answers but will hopefully provide you with a
guide to make choices that are good for the wellbeing of your household,
your wallet and the planet as a whole.

We are not saying no to eating meat, we are

A planet friendly diet is:

just recognising that incorporating more plant

Eating a large proportion of fruits

based foods is better for the planet. We
recommend eating as many meat free meals as
possible and eating LESS and BETTER quality,

and vegetables

As locally produced as possible

locally reared (where possible) meat.

Eating what is available seasonally

In 2019, two major reports were published about the relationship

Considering food miles and how

between food and climate change; the 'Eat- Lancet report' and the
'IPCC special report on land use and climate change'. They set out

food gets to our plates

guidelines in 2019 for a planet friendly diet which promoted a move
toward a more plant based, seasonal, localised diet that considers

Cutting down on food waste

the growing conditions of crops the and supply chains needed to
bring food to our plates. As well as this, it identifies a need to

Being aware of the bigger

drastically cut down food waste to curb food-related emissions. We
will explore these themes in this food pack.

picture of our food supply

PLANT BASED DIET
Of all the changes we can make in relation to the food we buy

shifting our diet towards a more plant based
one has the largest impact on greenhouse gas (Ghg)
emissions. The chart here shows the Ghg's of the different foods
and consume;

consumed in a typical UK diet

Factors that affect Ghg emissions of
food production:

Deforestation

Soil

Biodiversity

Intensified land and

loss

water usage

pollution

A reduction in
current UK
consumption of
total meat
(108g per day)1
for adults to below
50g per day would

NO TIME TO WAIT, REDUCE THE
MEAT ON YOUR PLATE !

result in a 39%
reduction in our
carbon footprint

Click here
for a 5min video
looking at how
to make these
dietary changes!

Waste

PLANT BASED DIET
This graph shows that the type and quality
of foods we eat have differing
environmental impacts in how they are
grown and reared. These should inform the
choices we make when food shopping.

Eat LESS,
better
QUALITY
meat

We are fortunate on

local
Venison and lamb
available
seasonally, this is a
Arran to have

low impact meat
choice.

Take this quiz to

Click here for

measure
the carbon impact

Click here for
examples of the
types of plant
based diets and
recipe ideas

10 classic

of your

recipes minus

favourite foods

the meat

(and drinks!)

On Arran and in the nearest city, Glasgow, there are now a number of plant based dishes
available at almost every eatery! So it is easy and delicious to make these climate
conscious choices both at home and in restaurants.

FOOD MILES
The concept of 'food miles', the distance food travels before being consumed, dates back to 1994. At first glance
it seems like a simple way to reduce your carbon footprint, but viewing food miles in isolation can be terribly
misleading and the focus needs to be on the whole supply chain. Food miles are only a small part of a very large
food emissions story, as shown in the below pie chart.

Breakdown of UK food-system related

It's not just distance but also HOW food TRAVELS:

emissions (CO2e) by source:

Food that is flown can generate more than one

100x

hundred times the carbon emissions per kilometre of
food that travels by ship.

We also need to account for HOW food is GROWN:
Despite travelling a greater distance Spanish tomatoes imported to Sweden have a far
smaller footprint than locally grown ones. This is because the emissions generated to
heat and light greenhouses (as well as the inputs of fertilisers, feed and pesticide) in
northern Europe far exceed the transport emissions of getting tomatoes from
Spain. DEFRA Has conducted a similar study for the UK which finds the same results.

There are other factors to consider:
Although we might be better off importing Tomatoes from Spain in Carbon terms we also need
to be aware of other environmental factors such as water usage. Growing tomatoes for export is
exacerbating a drought affected area of Spain. As well as this some farms which export to the

Looking at what grows seasonally in
the UK and buying within season is a more planet friendly way to consume food.

UK have been shown to mistreat their migrant labourers.

REDUCE YOUR FOOD MILES, SHOP SEASONALLY FROM THE BRITISH ISLES!

Click here to test your
knowlede on food miles and
sustainable food production

SEASONAL FOOD
Eating food that's in season has many benefits!
Better taste

Cheaper

Better for the planet

Ways to extend
the shelf life of
seasonal produce:

Produce that is transported a

Buying local seasonal

Our demand for eating

long distance has to be harvested

produce also means you

food out of season is

early so it doesn’t rot during

don’t foot the bill for the

putting strains on the

transit. Harvesting early doesn’t

transportation and

environment at every point

allow the taste or nutrients to

storage which tends to

in the supply chain. It can

fully develop which means that

be included in the cost of

be resource intensive to

while we can buy tomatoes all

out of season foods. As

grow; using large volumes

year round, a winter strawberry is

we all see when the price

of water, fertiliser and

pale, flavourless and doesn’t have

of strawberries goes up

energy. In transit the food

(click here to see our

the full nutritional content. The

3x in the winter!

requires energy as it will

guide to fermenting )

often need to be

Grow your own! Start

alternative – eating local,
seasonal produce — means that
produce is picked as close to the
time it will be eaten as possible,
which means lots of flavour,
colour and nutrients.

Download the calendar
here to see the full
Scottish seasonal food
chart

refrigerated along the
way, packaged for the
journey and then stored
when it arrives.

DON'T BUY WITHOUT RHYME OR REASON, THINK WHATS IN SEASON!

Fresh seasonal produce
can be prepared and
frozen; i.e soups,
smoothies and other
meals
Start fermenting and
canning your own food

with herbs and easy to
grow plants such as
carrots to get the most
out of your garden!
Look out for frozen &
canned seasonal food

LOCAL PRODUCE
Benefits of

buying locally:

Crops are picked at their peak of ripeness versus
being harvested early in order to be transported,
local food tastes better!
Local sales tend to involve significantly less
processing, packaging, refrigeration and waste.
You know where your food comes from and can

Arran local produce
Woodside CIC
Robin Gray
Clachaig Farm
Blackwater Bakehouse
Bellvue farm

easily find out how it was grown

Arran Dairies

Local food is safer; The more steps there are

Skipness smokehouse

between you and your food’s source the more

Arran butcher

chances there are for contamination. Food
grown in distant locations has the potential for
food safety issues at harvesting, washing,
shipping and distribution.
Direct sales between farmers and local

Wooleys of Arran
Bay Kitchen & Stores
Pirnmill Village shop
A & C Cameron

customers through short supply chains can

Arran cheese shop

significantly reduce the climate cost of food by

Donna's preserves

reducing supply chain emissions.
You are supporting local farmers and businesses
Local sales benefit the local community- money
spent in the community stays in the community.

SHOP LOCALLY NOT GLOBALLY!

Tartan tablet

FOOD PACKAGING
What is our local supermarket doing?

Why are things packaged?
PROTECTS - from damage
PRESERVES - products for longer
PREVENTS - waste (from spoiling)
ALLOWS - transport & stacking
DISPLAY- important information
AESTHETICS- companies want to
appeal to consumers

Most cafes and restaurants
on Arran use biodegradable
or compostable packaging
for take away food, there is
no excuse not to these days!

Click here to see
where you can
have your
reusable water
bottle refilled on
the island

SHELF LIFE
Shrink-wrap a cucumber in
polyethylene and its shelf life
stretches from three days to 14.
The wrap, however, may last
more than a century.

Let's hold them to their pledges!
What do we as
consumers value? Buy
an unpackaged
cucumber and make
sure not to waste it!

PLASTIC LENGTHENS SHELF LIFE BUT THREATENS WILDLIFE

FOOD WASTE
Why do we waste food?

A third of the worlds food is wasted. That means that all the

1- We don't check

energy that went into growing, processing, transporting and

our cupboards

cooking it is also wasted. Food sent to landfill gives off

and then overbuy

methane which is 25x more damaging than carbon dioxide.

2- We aren't sure
what date labels
mean or don't keep
an eye on them

3- Over generous
portioning ends
in leftovers

Not sure
4- We don't make
full use of our
freezers

what you
can
freeze?
click here

5- Not using up

for a

our leftovers and

great

throwing them
away

Unsure about
what the right
portion size
is? Click here
to find out

guide

DON'T SHOP IN HASTE, YOU'LL CREATE FOOD WASTE!

MEAL PLANNING
The benefits of meal
planning:

Planning your meals is one of the best ways to cut down on
food waste. Before you go shopping check what's in your
fridge, freezer and cupboards. Write a shopping list before
you head out and stick to it. It can save you time and money!

STRESS LESS: Meal
planning can help with
reducing stress levels.
Mapping out what you are
going to eat means you
don't have to think about it.

SAVE TIME: Prepping your
meals ahead and going
shopping with a grocery
list will help save time
both in the shop and

SAVE MONEY: Shopping

when making your meals

for only the things you
need means you save lots

EAT HEALTHIER: Meal
planning makes it easier to
maintain a balanced diet. It
means you don't have to
make difficult choices when

Click here
for a list of UK
meal planing
apps

you are strapped for time.

of money. Plus you won't

WASTE LESS: Shopping

spend as much on

for what you need

takeaways or eating out.

means you waste less
food and you don't have
a fridge full of out of
date products.

Click here for
our favourite
meal planning

CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MAN, MAKE A MEAL PLAN!

app

AN ACRONYM TO HELP YOU SHOP:
Use the acronym 'LESS' to help you put all the sustainable food information in this pack to use

LESS-

the next time you go shopping.

LOCAL: Eat food produced as LOCALLY AS POSSIBLE. Crops grown locally will be
fresher, you are contributing to your local economy and you can find our more about the
farmers sustainability practices with shorter supply chains.
Think about the

ENVIRONMENTAL impact of your food. Reducing your meat intake

dramatically reduces your carbon footprint. If you are eating meat, look at how it's reared.
(refer back to the plant based food section of this guide) choose low impact options!
Eat food that is

SEASONAL. Food grown in season will be at it's freshest and most

nutritious. It will also require less inputs (energy, fertiliser, water) Local, seasonal food has
the lowest carbon impacts. Refer to the seasonality calendar for Scotland.
Ask yourself if the food you are eating was produced in a

SUSTAINABLE way? Do

research and check whether the food you buy helps protect the diversity of both plants
and animals, ensures animal welfare, avoids damaging/ wasting natural resources and
contributes to sustainable livelihoods. Don't waste food. Refer to the resources page on
page 14

Eat LESS and better animal products, Eat LESS intensively farmed foods , Eat
LESS food bought out of season, buy LESS packaged food and waste LESS

If you haven't already done so then

weigh your food waste! This is a great way to see how much food

you currently throw out. Over time this should reduce as you use the tips laid out in this pack to inform
the way you shop and how much food you throw in the bin.

Take part in the challenge and let us know your weights please!

RESOURCES AND FURTHER READING:
EAT–Lancet Commission on healthy diets from sustainable food systems:
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)31788-4/fulltext?
utm_campaign=tleat19&utm_source=hub_page
IPCC report on climate change and land use: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/srccl/
WRAP. Estimates of Food Surplus and Waste Arisings in the UK [Internet]. 2017 [cited Aug 2018].
Available from: http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/Estimates_%20in_the_UK_Jan17.pd
Scottish Government. Recipe for Success: Scotland's national food and drink policy, becoming a Good Food
Nation [Internet]. 2014 [cited 9/5/2018]. Available from: https://beta.gov.scot/publications/recipesuccessscotlands-national-food-drink-policy-becoming-good-food/
BDA Association for dieticians: One blue dot Eating patterns for health and environmental sustainability
https://www.bda.uk.com/professional/resources/obd_ref_guide.pdf
Landworkers alliance: Food, farming and the climate crisis https://landworkersalliance.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/Farming-Food-and-the-Climate-Crisis_v2.pdf
DEFRA- understanding the impact of foods that are consumed locally, in season:
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=16390
RSA- Our future in the land https://www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/reports/future-land?
mc_cid=74ed24634a&mc_eid=3ea42b8d7a

